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The Google Professional-Data-Engineer exam certification is one of the hottest certification exams in
the IT world. The Google Cloud Certified Professional Data Engineer Professional-Data-Engineer
certification exam has been getting the attention of IT professionals since its inception. Over this
long period, countless Google Cloud Certified Professional Data Engineer exam candidates have
earned their credentials for the Google Cloud Certified exam. They are all doing jobs in different
multinational and national companies and pursuing rewarding careers. They got all these due to only
one badge of the certification exam. The Google Cloud Certified Professional Data Engineer exam
has become one of the best ways for beginners and experienced professionals to boost their career
prospects.  Now  everyone  can  use  Google  Cloud  Certified  Professional  Data  Engineer  exam
certificate as a stepping stone to earning higher paid positions and responsibilities. To do this you
just need to enroll in the exam and prepare well and show commitment and dedication to pass the
challenging Google exam with good scores. For the instant and complete Google exam preparation
the valid, updated, and real Google Questions are the ideal choice. You should not ignore it and
must add the valid Google Cloud Certified exam questions in your preparation.

P2PExams  Actual  Google  Professional-Data-Engineer
Questions
The P2PExams is  one of  the top-rated and trusted platforms for quick Google Cloud Certified
Professional-Data-Engineer exam preparation. On this platform, you will get the real, valid, and
updated Google Cloud Certified Professional Data Engineer practice test questions. These exam
questions  are  also  verified  by  experience  and  qualified  Google  Professional-Data-Engineer
certification exam experts. So rest assured that the exam questions offered by the P2PExams will
provide you with everything that you just need to prepare and pass the difficult Google certification
exam with  good  scores.  The  Google  Cloud  Certified  Professional  Data  Engineer  practice  test
questions are designed for quick exam preparation. With the Professional-Data-Engineer Questions
you can make the best Google Cloud Certified Professional Data Engineer exam preparation strategy
and later on working this strategy you can quickly prepare yourself to crack the challenging Google
exam with flying colors.

Google  Professional-Data-Engineer  Practice  Questions  In
Three Formats
The Google Cloud Certified Professional Data Engineer practice test questions are being offered in
three different formats. These formats are desktop Google Professional-Data-Engineer practice test
software, Web-based practice exams, and Google Cloud Certified PDF Professional-Data-Engineer
dumps. All these three types of exam questions contain real, updated, and error-free Google Cloud
Certified Professional Data Engineer practice questions. The Professional-Data-Engineer PDF dumps
file contains the top-notch Professional-Data-Engineer practice test that helps you in Google Cloud
Certified Professional Data Engineer exam preparation and enables you to pass the exam easily. You
can download Google PDF dumps on any device and operating system and start Google Professional-
Data-Engineer exam preparation anytime and anywhere. Whereas the remaining two Professional-

https://www.p2pexams.com/google


Data-Engineer practice exam software are concerned both are the mock Google Cloud Certified
exam that  will  give  you  a  real-time  Google  Cloud  Certified  Professional  Data  Engineer  exam
environment for preparation.

Visit Here: https://www.p2pexams.com/products/Professional-Data-Engineer

Easy To Use Google Professional-Data-Engineer Exam dumps Are Ready To
Download

Now you  have  all  the  necessary  information  regarding  the  Google  certification  exam,  career
importance, and role of P2PExams Google Cloud Certified Professional-Data-Engineer questions in
preparation  and  success.  Take  the  right  decision  and  get  enroll  in  Google  Cloud  Certified
Professional Data Engineer certification and start preparation with Professional-Data-Engineer exam
dumps right now. Best of luck!!!
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Question No. 1

You are testing a Dataflow pipeline to ingest and transform text files. The files are compressed gzip,
errors are written to a dead-letter queue, and you are using Sidelnputs to join data You noticed that
the pipeline is taking longer to complete than expected, what should you do to expedite the Dataflow
job?

A. Switch to compressed Avro files
B. Reduce the batch size
C. Retry records that throw an error
D. Use CoGroupByKey instead of the Sidelnput

Answer: B

Question No. 2

Your company is implementing a data warehouse using BigQuery, and you have been tasked with
designing the data model You move your on-premises sales data warehouse with a star data schema
to BigQuery but notice performance issues when querying the data of the past 30 days Based on
Google's recommended practices, what should you do to speed up the query without increasing
storage costs?

A. Denormalize the data
B. Shard the data by customer ID
C. Materialize the dimensional data in views
D. Partition the data by transaction date

Answer: C

Question No. 3

You are using Cloud Bigtable to persist and serve stock market data for each of the major indices. To
serve the trading application, you need to access only the most recent stock prices that are
streaming in How should you design your row key and tables to ensure that you can access the data
with the most simple query?

A. Create one unique table for all of the indices, and then use the index and timestamp as the
row key design
B. Create one unique table for all of the indices, and then use a reverse timestamp as the row
key design.
C. For each index, have a separate table and use a timestamp as the row key design
D. For each index, have a separate table and use a reverse timestamp as the row key design

Answer: A

Question No. 4

You are building a teal-lime prediction engine that streams files, which may contain Pll (personal
identifiable information) data, into Cloud Storage and eventually into BigQuery You want to ensure
that the sensitive data is masked but still maintains referential Integrity, because names and emails
are often used as join keys How should you use the Cloud Data Loss Prevention API (DLP API) to
ensure that the Pll data is not accessible by unauthorized individuals?

A. Create a pseudonym by replacing the Pll data with cryptogenic tokens, and store the non-



tokenized data in a locked-down button.
B. Redact all Pll data, and store a version of the unredacted data in a locked-down bucket
C. Scan every table in BigQuery, and mask the data it finds that has Pll
D. Create a pseudonym by replacing Pll data with a cryptographic format-preserving token

Answer: A

Question No. 5

You want to rebuild your batch pipeline for structured data on Google Cloud You are using PySpark
to conduct data transformations at scale, but your pipelines are taking over twelve hours to run To
expedite development and pipeline run time, you want to use a serverless tool and SQL syntax You
have already moved your raw data into Cloud Storage How should you build the pipeline on Google
Cloud while meeting speed and processing requirements?

A. Convert your PySpark commands into SparkSQL queries to transform the data; and then
run your pipeline on Dataproc to write the data into BigQuery
B. Ingest your data into Cloud SQL, convert your PySpark commands into SparkSQL queries
to transform the data, and then use federated queries from BigQuery for machine learning.
C. Ingest your data into BigQuery from Cloud Storage, convert your PySpark commands into
BigQuery SQL queries to transform the data, and then write the transformations to a new table
D. Use Apache Beam Python SDK to build the transformation pipelines, and write the data into
BigQuery

Answer: A
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